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A.A.C.: Wind River Camp, 1951. California members of the
A.A.C. have long wanted to become acquainted with members from

other parts of the country. This desire has been shared, one feels
sure, by members elsewhere. One often hears that the best mountain
eering team is composed of climbers who have made many ascents
together. If our members occasionally had opportunities to climb
together, certainly the Club as a whole would enjoy greater under
standing and unity of purpose. At one of the meetings of the Sierra
Nevada Section, it was decided to move toward this goal by offering
to organize a summer camp for the entire Club. For geographical
reasons, we wanted an easily accessible, centrally located mountain
area in the United States, where climbers and their families could
pursue their various favorite out-of-door activities. By keeping the
organization in the hands of our local group, we would be able to
act more effectively.
The suggested site at Island Lake in the Wind River Range of
Wyoming proved to be admirably suited to our purpose. Camp was
reached in a day’s moderate hike from the end of the road at Elk
Heart Park. Threatening clouds discharged their burden before our
pack train arrived at the lake. We were able to set up camp and
have our first meal without rain. We were most fortunate in having
as cooks Alma and Harry Hertenstein, of the California Alpine
Club. Their experience of perhaps 25 years in this sort of camp
catering enabled them to turn out an unsurpassed menu with a
minimum of equipment. They well deserved the unanimous com
ment, repeated over and over again: “This is the best camp grub I
have ever tasted!” During the two-week period (7-17 August 1951),
the various chores were equally distributed among the 31 participants,
in rotation. The menial tasks were handled with cheerful willingness
and dispatch that seemed surely to be direct results of mountaineering
backgrounds. The Hertensteins declared that this was the best group
of helpers they had ever camped with.
During our stay Fremont Peak was climbed by 19 of the party.
Mt. Lester, close to the camp, was equally popular. Two parties
traversed all three summits of Lester from W. to E., including the
much lower middle summit, which (as the heavily scarred summit
rocks show) is the lightning rod of the area. Seventeen visited
Bradley Gilman’s summit monument on Cairn Peak, with Brad
himself leading one party up through the tight easternmost chimney
on the S. side. Seven climbed Mt. Jackson (formerly Glacier Crest),

and six did F-3. A bivouac camp established near the shore at the
upper end of the higher Titcomb Lake served as base for climbs on
Mts. Woodrow Wilson, Helen and Sacajawea.
All in all, these were two very enjoyable weeks. Remarkably
clear weather was varied by some excitement in the form of threaten
ing thunderstorms, hail, rain and a two-inch snowstorm which
knocked down the storage tent. But everyone happily achieved the
purpose of the outing. A full moon rising over Mt. Lester added
cheer to the stories and songs around the evening fire. It is to be
hoped that similar camps will be held from time to time in the
future, with various sections or groups within the A.A.C . taking
turns as host.
O scar A. C ook
Some of us went to the Wind River Camp with misgivings,
thinking that such a large group effort might curtail the informal
joys of a smaller outing in the mountains. All came away delighted
with this larger outing for its very informality and unrestricted
opportunities for climbing, as well as its ample chances for the non
climbers to fish, botanize and explore. The self-sacrificing California
committee, ably headed by Oscar Cook, deserve great credit for their
most effective yet unobtrusive organization, which provided every
thing in the way of comfort and pleasure.
W. S. C hild

